
REVIVAL POOL TABLE
Our studio moto is : “Attention to detail is the religion of success”.  Our new Revival Series of gaming tables proves it.
With a nod to classical architecture and inspired by the fluting details denoting such meticulous craftsmanship and design 
detail, we created the Revival Pool table. The ornate detailing and flute work of solid columns inspired this beautiful and 
strong series of gaming tables. Solid premium walnut legs are turned on a lathe and then flutes are carved in.  

We also carve in flutes into the gorgeous walnut top rail.  Not only is it beautiful, but the heft of the legs creates a rock 
solid pool table that one could dance on if so inclined to celebrate a victory.  The base is solid steel, your selection of 
powder coat color. We even radius the solid steel above the legs on the base to follow the leg profile, something that would 
amaze most metalworkers. We offer any felt color in the best in class felt, Simonis Cloth. Black sights are flush in the walnut 
top rail to align your shots. The Revival Pool Table is stunning and like no other.  
 
* Includes handcrafted walnut triangle, an exclusive pro ball set, two 57” and one 42” premium fiberglass cue sticks, and plenty of black chalk.

* Regulation size, an 8-foot pool table.

* Sean Woolsey Studio badge logo on breaking end of table. 

* Overall size of table is 104.5" x 60.5" x 30.5". Playable surface area is 88" x 44".

* Average lead time is 10-12 weeks unless a rush order is placed.

* We also offer a wood or glass conversion table top which doubles as dining table and ping pong table. Both conversion tops install easily in a matter 

of minutes.

* The conversion kit comes with a pong net, 3 balls, and 2 paddles. The glass sits on rubber riser blocks, and the net sleeves onto the glass top. Switch 

from playing pool to pong in less than 5 minutes.

* We created a two-piece conversion top to transform the pool table in just a matter of moments into a ping pong/ dining table. It comes with a net, 2 

paddles, and 3 star ping pong balls. The table comes with 6 cues, a walnut triangle, bridge, chalk and ballset. 
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